Monday 2 May 2016

Testing May
A testy May ahead, with this week already filled with a number of big news items that could throw us
some curve balls. Given these potential risks, today I look at whether it will be a market for buyers or
sellers.
Also in today’s Switzer Super Report, Paul Rickard provides an update on our model portfolios for the
month and Roger Montgomery uncovers a growth stock for the watch list. We welcome back our
chartist Gary Stone, who looks at some good news that could defy the doomsdayers and DBA
Lawyers’ Gary Chau cautions on the traps some SMSFs face when keeping their insurance in the big
funds.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Is this the big test week for stocks? Should you
sell or buy?
by Peter Switzer
This is a huge week economically and market-wise
with a host of local and international factors bound to
test out the old “sell in May” proposition.
And by week’s end you should be able to tell if you
want to be a buyer or a seller of this stock market.
Believe it or not but some people only trade between
November and April, getting out before May and the
The American Economic Review in 2002, concluded:
“Surprisingly, we found this inherited wisdom of ‘Sell
in May’ to be true in 36 of 37 developed and
emerging markets. Evidence shows that in the UK the
seasonal effect has been noticeable since 1694.”
Marshall Gittler, Global Head of FX Strategy at
IronFX Global, recently was reported on CNBC with
this offering: “The Financial Analyst Journal in 2013
studied this [seasonality] effect in the period following
that observed in the first paper and found that the
phenomenon did indeed exist for 1998 to 2012.
“On average across markets and over time, stock
returns are roughly 10 percentage points higher in
November-April half-year periods than in
May-October half-year periods,” the paper
concluded.
The personal education website pfsyn.com added to
the May controversy with this: “Think about this:
since 1950, from November 1 to May 1,the Dow
Jones has not had a loss in 54 years out of 64 years.
[3] That’s an 86% success rate.
“Also worth mentioning, of those ten down years,
only three times was there a double digit loss: The
stock market crash in 2008 (-12.4%), the OPEC oil
embargo in 1973 (-12.5%), and the Cambodian
invasion in 1970 (-14%). This would mean that
without these unanticipated events, seasonality has
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not had a double digit percentage down year in the
1950 example.”
Okay, this might be a 14%-year when we go higher
but what could work against it? Try these curve balls:
The Budget and Moody’s response to it,
which could hit our AAA-credit rating;
Crazy central bank action from the USA to
Japan to Europe;
The Poms and their Brexit;
The IMF and its tendency to mark down world
economic growth;
The cutthroats of OPEC and non-OPEC oil
producers, who meet in Moscow in May;
Economic readings that could spook the
market;
Earnings from companies that could spook
the market; and
Donald Trump!
This looks like a testy May, with the Dow Jones index
near all-time highs of 17,809.73. It’s now at
17,773.64, so that’s testing material as well with
profit-takers and short-sellers all out there and aware
of stock market seasonality.
Smarties like Geoff Wilson of WAM are negative now
but expect better news later in the year, so he might
be a seasonal player too.
This week will be an interesting start to May, with
Westpac reporting a worse than expected rise in
profit today and ANZ, NAB and Macquarie reporting
later in the week.
Tomorrow is not only Budget day but we have the
Reserve Bank of Australia deciding on interest rates
and there are plenty of cut predictions out there!
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On top of these two big stories, we have home prices,
building approvals, retail trade and international trade
data out this week. Meanwhile, overseas, the China
PMI for manufacturing, the US ISM reading for
manufacturing, the ISM for the services sector and
the jobs report.
A great week could send stocks up but a rough,
disappointing one could get the ball rolling on an
86%-style May, where it’s wise to sell and go away
and come back some time around November.
What am I doing? Watching! If I get stung by a May
sell off, I’ll buy great companies at low prices like I
did with Rio and BHP a few weeks back.
That said, there’s a lot to be said for being a six
months trader, if you like thrill-seeking investing.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Income portfolio makes strong gain in April
by Paul Rickard
A surge in iron ore, copper and oil prices helped the
ASX add 3.4% in April. Despite being underweight
resource stocks, our income portfolio continued to
perform strongly and is now firmly in the black.
Year-to-date, our income portfolio has outperformed
the index by 2.74%, while the growth portfolio has
underperformed by 2.27%.
The purpose of these portfolios is to demonstrate an
approach to portfolio construction. As the rule sets
applied are of critical importance, we have also
provided a quick recap on these.
Portfolio Recap
In January, we made some adjustments to our
Australian share ‘Income Portfolio’ and
‘Growth-oriented Portfolio’ (see here and here).
To construct the income portfolio, the processes we
applied included:
we used a ‘top down approach’ looking at
the industry sectors;
so that we are not overly exposed to a market
move, we have determined that in the major
sectors (financials and materials), our sector
biases will not be more than 33% away from
index;
we require 15 to 20 stocks (less than 10 is
insufficient diversification, over 25 it is too
hard to monitor), and have set a minimum
stock investment of $3,000;
we confined our stock universe to the ASX
150;
we have avoided stocks from industries where
there is a high level of exogenous risk, such
as airlines;
for the income portfolio, we prioritised stocks
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that pay fully franked dividends and have a
strong earnings track record; and
within a sector, the stocks are broadly
weighted to their respective index weight,
although there are some biases.
The growth-oriented portfolio takes a different
approach in that it introduces biases that favour the
sectors that we judge to have the best medium term
growth prospects. Critically, it also confines the stock
universe to the ASX 150 (there are many great
growth companies outside the top 150).
Overlaying these processes were our predominant
investment themes for 2016, which we expected to
be:
Continued low interest rates (yield sectors will
continue to perform);
The US Fed will be very cautious about
further US interest rate rises;
Australian dollar at around 0.70 US cents, but
with risk of breaking down;
Commodity prices remaining weak;
A positive lead (or at least not a negative
lead) from the US markets; and
Growth running below trend in Australia.
Performance
The income-oriented portfolio to end April is up by
3.27% and the growth-oriented portfolio is down by
1.74% (see tables at the end). Compared to the
benchmark S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index (which
adds back income from dividends), the income
portfolio has outperformed the index by 2.74% and
the growth-oriented portfolio has underperformed by
2.27%.
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Resource sectors lead in April
The S&P/ASX 200 added 3.4% in April to move into
the black on a year-to-date basis. With dividends
included, it has returned 0.5%. The increase in April
was driven by a surge in commodity prices.
Largely on the back of an improvement in iron ore,
copper and the gold price, the materials sector rose
by 14.2% in April to push the year-to-date return to a
market leading 19.5%. The energy sector also
performed strongly on the back of a firmer oil price,
returning 7.7% in April and a positive year-to-date
return of 6.8%.
The biggest sector financials, which by market weight
represents 38.5% of the index, built on the positive
momentum in March and recorded a gain in April of
1.3%. However, reflecting ongoing market concerns
about capital and credit provisioning with the major
banks, this sector is still the worst performing sector
this year, with a return of -8.4%.
Property trusts continued to be well bid, adding 2.8%
in April for a year-to-date return of 9.4%. Going
against the trend were the consumer discretionary
and utilities sectors, which finished with small losses
in the month.

Income Portfolio
The income portfolio is underweight materials stocks
and marginally overweight financial stocks.
Otherwise, the sector biases are relatively small.
In a bull market, we expect that the income-biased
portfolio will underperform relative to the standard
S&P/ASX200 price index, due to the underweight
position in the more growth-oriented sectors and
stock selection being more defensive, and conversely
in a bear market, it should moderately outperform.
Strong performances from some of the more
defensive stocks, such as Medibank, Sydney Airport
and Dexus are offsetting the losses on our holdings in
the major banks. At this point in time, we don’t
propose to change the sector weightings or stock mix
of the portfolio, although we may need to consider
increasing the weighting to material stocks. Further,
the gain on the Medibank holding is beyond all
expectations – and it may be appropriate to realise
this at some point.
The portfolio is forecast to generate a yield of 5.26%
in 2016, franked to 84.2%. The inclusion of Dexus
and Sydney Airport, while adding to the defensive
qualities of the portfolio, drags down the franking
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percentage.

are so strong.

By face value, approximately 66% of companies have
paid a first half dividend, generating just under 1.5%
in income, franked to 96.7%. Despite the greater than
expected cut by BHP to its dividend, the portfolio is
on track to meet its dividend forecast.

In April, the growth portfolio underperformed relative
to the index, in part due to its underweight position in
materials and energy, and also due to stock selection
issues with Macquarie and BT Investment
Management. Despite gains by financial stocks in the
month, Macquarie retreated from $66.09 to $63.50.
Macquarie is due to report full year earnings this
Friday, which we will be watching with keen interest.

Our income-biased portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 29 April
2016) is as follows:

BT Investment Management has lost almost 25% this
year as the negative sentiment on equity markets in
the early part of the year hit fund managers, who earn
part of their remuneration through performance fees.
Despite the recovery in equity markets in March and
April, the market hasn’t re-priced BT.
While the underperformance of the portfolio against
the ASX 200 index is disappointing, it is in part a
function of the top 20 stock bias of the portfolio. With
a number of companies reporting in May, we have
elected to keep the portfolio unchanged for the time
being. However, we may need to consider a sector
re-balancing at the end of May, which may result in
increasing the exposure to the materials sector, and
reducing our exposure to the financials sector.
Our growth-oriented portfolio per $100,000 invested
(using prices as at the close of business on 29 April
2016) is as follows:
* CYBG Plc demerged from National Australia Bank
in Feb 16, on 1:4 basis
Click here to download an Excel file of both portfolios
Growth Portfolio
The growth portfolio is marginally overweight the
sectors that should benefit from increased consumer
consumption or a lower Australian dollar; marginally
underweight or index-weight the yield sectors
(financials, utilities, telecommunications and
consumer staples); and underweight the
commodity-exposed sectors (materials and energy).
Despite healthcare being the best performing sector
over the last three years, we have elected to maintain
an overweight position, as the demographic factors
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* CYBG Plc demerged from National Australia Bank
in Feb 16, on 1:4 basis
Click here to download an Excel file of both portfolios
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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One growth stock for the watch list
by Roger Montgomery
With a market capitalisation of $1.3bn, Invocare (IVC)
has quietly become the number one operator of
funeral homes, crematoria and cemeteries in
Australia, New Zealand and Singapore, with 250
funeral locations and 14 cemeteries and crematoria.
The company commands 34% of the Australia/New
Zealand market and 10% in Singapore.

is possible for Invocare to be dominant in some
markets, while still offering investors substantial
growth elsewhere. And it perhaps goes without
stating that the company is favourably exposed to
Australia’s ageing population, which is expected to
drive accelerating volume growth over the next 15
years.

In Australia, the company operates three national
brands: White Lady, Simplicity and Value, which
focus on different service/value segments, and a
large number of state-based brands. The fact a brand
and reputation take time to build, many of those that
have acquired have been retained.

The resultant earnings growth and expectations of
more suggest it should be unsurprising that Invocare
has provided outstanding investment returns over an
extended period of time. The corollary, of course, is
that the market has come to appreciate the economic
merits of the business, and, over time, has fully
incorporated these into the share price. It is therefore
very rare to be able to buy this business cheaply.

Some commentators might make light of the very
sensitive services Invocare provides its customers,
often at a time of great sorrow, so given the relatively
straightforward and predictable business we won’t
dwell on the details here.
The development of pre-paid funerals however, which
allow customers to purchase a future funeral service
at today’s price, accounts for approximately 14% of
Australian volumes. For Invocare, the development of
this market serves as a form of debt funding, with a
low interest rate effectively being the rate of price
increases for the company’s services (around 3-4%
p.a.). At the end of FY15, prepaid funds on the
balance sheet were $422m and are primarily invested
in fixed interest and property, with less than 20%
allocated to equities.
Invocare is a very high quality business with a
demonstrated track record of stable long-term
revenue growth, serving customers who are not
sensitive to price but very sensitive to brand, which
takes years to build, while also material competitive
advantages and barriers to entry.
Given the local nature of funeral service provision, it
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Earnings for the company are relatively predictable
and both the capital structure and the cash flows are
also stable. The national death rate may vary
year-to-year, but in the absence of a material change
to life expectancies, the average death rate over
longer periods is effectively locked in and forecast by
the Australian Bureau of Statistics to increase from
1.5% today to 2.8% in 2032. We have factored this
into our valuation.
It is also worth noting that the provision for funeral
services is not a competitive market, producing not
only limited threats to margins but also the ability to
implement price increases, to the extent that
reputation can be preserved. With these factors in
mind, a less conservative valuation is justified.
It’s also worth making the observation that while
Invocare’s return-on-equity remains above 20%, it
has declined consistently over time, with a gradual
“normalisation” occurring, as incremental capital
becomes a larger part of the denominator. With the
majority of shareholder funds now being incremental
to that at listing, profitability metrics should converge
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with those achieved on incremental equity. In other
words, current returns on equity should be expected
to be maintained.
In light of the secure nature of Invocare’s earnings
and growth prospects, we’d argue when valuing the
company’s shares, that a discount rate at the low
end of our normal range is warranted. However, we
find that even using a low discount rate assumption,
the estimated value appears to fall short of the
current market price. We estimate value to be in the
order of $8.00-9.00 per share, compared with a
current market price closer to $12.00 per share.
The share price today is partly a reflection of
business quality and underlying growth, but it is also
driven by an increasingly favourable treatment of
earnings. The company’s shares have become more
popular. That suggests that we should be more
optimistic that the opportunity to buy at a rational
price can be presented. It might be worth
remembering our valuations, if any correction in the
market for highly reliable and stable revenue-earning
companies occurs.
Invocare (IVC)

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 2 May 2016
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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ASX200 reaches resistance
by Gary Stone
Whilst the chart of the ASX200 shows that a technical
resistance zone has been reached, there may be
more good news that stalks behind the scenes and
that belies the current poor economic news of a
waning China that fills the airwaves.
But first to the chart of the ASX200. In January and
March I asked the question whether the major
support zone of 4925 to 5000 (bottom blue horizontal
zone) on the ASX200 would hold. It certainly has, for
the time being.
The question now is whether the overhead resistance
zone of 5285 to 5330, which is a relatively weaker
zone (shown by the middle blue horizontal zone), will
continue to be resistance, or whether the ASX200 will
break through it and take on the stronger overhead
resistance zone of 5400 to 5500 (the top blue zone)?
The backdrop of “sell in May and go away” hangs
over our heads like the sword of Damocles does at
this time every year.

Source: Beyond Charts
Technically, there is a higher probability of a short to
medium term retracement from the current level of
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5250 back down to retest the strong support zone of
4950 to 5000. The evidence that supports this are the
weaker resistance zone already mentioned and the
down slanting black trend line where the current price
is. This trend line is a ‘median’ line in the down
trending channel that is depicted by the thicker black
down trending upper and lower channel lines. These
channel lines are ‘in control’ until the ASX200
breaks above the upper channel line, which is
currently around 5700.
This short to medium term analysis does support the
doomsdayers, who have been running rampant over
the last few months. However, what good news stalks
these doomsdayers? It is rising commodity prices.
Take a look at these. Since January, when the sky
was about to fall on our heads, if you were to believe
the mainstream financial media, with the worst stock
market start to a calendar year for decades and all
the negative connotations to go with that:
Iron ore is up 75%,
Oil is up 75%,
Nickel is up 22%,
Zinc is up 31%,
Copper is up 17%,
Lead is up 12%,
Palladium is up 27%,
Gold is up 23%,
Silver is up 30%, and
Platinum is up 31%.
All of these, even the precious metals though to a
lesser degree, are used in industry. Of these,
Palladium, Nickel, Zinc, Iron ore, Oil, Platinum, Gold
and Silver have all achieved technical breakouts and
higher close prices, indicating short to medium term
up trends are well and truly in place.
This could be a commodities technical rally on the
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world’s futures markets but it could also be a
long-awaited turn in the commodity cycle. If it’s the
latter, then this could be the early signs of
unanticipated increased demand, which should bode
well for the Australian stock market, being perceived
around the world as a ‘resources economy’. Since
the January low, other ‘resource economies’, such
as the Canadian TSX index is up 18%, the Dow
Jones South Africa ZADOW index is up 21.5% and
the Brazilian Bovespa index is up 43% (yes, despite
all its woes!). The ASX200 is up just 10%.
Stock-wise, since the January low, BHP is up 45%,
RIO is up 28% and NCM (Newcrest) is up 70%. I
won’t list the small to medium cap Australian
resource stocks that are enjoying their best period in
years, as room doesn’t permit in this article! A bell
weather large cap resources stock that I follow in the
USA, Freeport-McMoRan (FCX), is up 274% since
January.
How will we know which ones will win out between
the gloom-and-doomers and a possible
commodity-led stock market rally? By keeping a
watchful eye on the price movement of commodities,
the ASX200, certain sector indices and individual
stocks. If you don’t do that anywhere else, we’ll do it
here for you.
Gary Stone is the Founder and Managing Director of
Share Wealth Systems
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
In the good books
Independence Group (IGO) Upgrade to Neutral
from Sell by Citi B/H/S: 2/4/0
All three of Independence’s operating assets posted
positive cash flow in the March quarter, Citi notes,
despite weak metal prices and a stronger A$. The
Nova project is 81% complete and the company has
sold its stake in Gold Road (GOR).
Pacific Brands Limited (PBG) Upgrade to Neutral
from Sell by UBS B/H/S: 1/3/0
The company has received an all-cash bid from
HanesBrands at $1.15 a share. The Board has
unanimously recommended the offer.
Given the significant potential for synergies and high
takeover multiple implied, UBS assigns a low
probability to a counter bid, although does not rule
one out.
See also PBG downgrade.
Resmed (RMD) Upgrade to Neutral from
Underperform by Macquarie and Upgrade to Buy
from Neutral by Citi B/H/S: 6/2/0
ResMed’s March quarter result was in line with
Macquarie’s forecast. Earnings declined despite
strong revenue due to the currency impact.
Acquisitions provided some earnings assistance, the
broker notes.

ResMed’s gross margin is facing headwinds,
Macquarie notes, mostly due to sales mix. But the
broker believes these should fade in coming periods,
allowing sales growth to flow through to earnings. The
Brightree acquisition will also contribute from FY17.
With risk/reward now more balanced, Macquarie
upgrades to Neutral.
ResMed’s March Q featured strong sales growth but
an offset on earnings from the A$, while margins
declined on the sales mix, Citi notes. Acquisitions
contributed and Brightree is set to kick in in FY17.
Citi believes that on a 12-month forward PE of around
18x, the stock is now looking attractive. Upgrade to
Buy.
In the not-so-good books
IOOF Holdings (IFL) Downgrade to Neutral from
Buy by Citi B/H/S: 2/4/0
IOOF suffered soft funds flows in the March quarter
but it was not a bad result given market volatility, the
broker says. With markets having improved in the
meantime, the broker sees better things ahead.
An accretive acquisition is a possibility but otherwise
Citi sees value as less apparent now than it was. On
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recent share price strength, the broker pulls back to
Neutral.
Mirvac Group (MGR) Downgrade to Hold from
Accumulate by Ord Minnett B/H/S: 3/2/1
A range of new measures aimed at slowing
residential supply are likely to result in higher equity
being needed to settle purchases, particularly for
foreign buyers, and is a response to the sharp
increases in the building of fringe CBD apartments,
Ord Minnett maintains.

Ord Minnett considers the multiples implied by the
proposed acquisition price of Pacific Brands by
HanesBrands to be attractive.
HanesBrands has identified significant earnings
upside potential. The broker cuts its rating to Hold
from Accumulate, given the takeover offer matches its
target price.
See also PBG upgrade.
Premier Investments (PMV) Downgrade to Neutral
from Outperform by Macquarie B/H/S: 1/3/2

The broker believes the market is already pricing in
some of the tightening measures but the changes will
weigh on sentiment. Based on the potential impact,
the broker downgrades the stock.

Premier Investments has re-rated materially following
a strong first half from Smiggle and established
brands and an upgrade to the Smiggle UK store
target,

Macquarie Group (MGQ) Downgrade to Sell from
Neutral by Citi B/H/S: 3/2/1

Macquarie notes. The broker is a big fan of Smiggle.

Ahead of Macquarie Group’s result release next
week, Citi has downgraded to Sell. Several of the
bank’s divisions have been facing less favourable
conditions and given around 70% of earnings are
from offshore, the stronger A$ will have proven quite
a headwind, the broker notes.

But the broker also notes the warm autumn will
impact on seasonal apparel sales and consumer
confidence is on the wane.

Pacific Brands (PBG) Downgrade to Hold from
Accumulate by Ord Minnett B/H/S: 1/3/0
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Earnings Forecasts

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Insurance in big funds: Traps for SMSFs
by Gary Chau
A desire for some people who exit large funds and
start a new self managed superannuation fund
(SMSF) is to leave a portion of their superannuation
in the large fund. This is often because it can be
relatively simple to retain life, total and permanent
disability (TPD) and income protection insurance
cover in a large fund.
While the above strategy broadly works, SMSF
members need to be careful of traps in large funds
that can cause a loss of cover. This article highlights
some of the traps and pitfalls to look out for.
Keeping money in a big super fund
One of the perceived advantages in keeping a
balance with a large superannuation fund is access to
low cost insurance that has been arranged ‘in bulk’
by the superannuation fund. Often, no medical
examinations are necessary to have access to this
cover.
Despite any advantages, there can be terms in these
insurance arrangements that cause cover to cease.
This could be unexpected. Some of the
circumstances we are aware of are outlined below.
No employer contributions
At a super fund known to us, if employer contributions
cease for six months, a member automatically loses
income protection cover. We understand that this is a
policy for certain large funds that offer members
automatic income protection insurance. In this vein,
we are also aware of another large fund where
income protection cover ceases after 13 months from
the date of the last employer contribution, regardless
of account balance. After 12 months (one month
before the 13 month period expires), the fund notifies
the member that cover is about to cease.
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Not meeting minimum balance requirements
To retain cover at most large funds, the funds usually
require that the member maintains a minimum
balance in their account. From a review of a number
of funds, this can be as low as $1,000 or as high as
$10,000. While most large funds let members retain
cover as long as premiums can be automatically
deducted from their account, we are aware of a fund
that will cease insurance cover for life, TPD and
income protection when the account balance falls
below $1,500 and no employer contributions are
made after 12 months. This fund will contact the
member to advise that cover will cease. Similarly, we
are aware of other funds, including a fund that will
cease life, TPD and income protection cover if the
member’s account balance is below $2,000 and no
employer contributions or rollovers are made for 12
consecutive months. Another fund will cease life and
TPD cover six months from the end of the month from
which the employer made a contribution to the
member’s account and their balance is less than
$1,200.
No longer working for a particular employer
Further, we are aware of a fund that requires that a
particular employer (among a group of approved
employers) make contributions to the member
account. At this fund, TPD and income protection
cover cease without notice if the member is no longer
working for that employer after 71 days and their
account balance is less than $3,000.
No longer working in the corporate body or public
sector
Some large funds cease insurance cover if the
member no longer works with a particular employer or
in a particular industry. This is a common feature of
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corporate and public sector superannuation funds.
We are aware of some public sector funds where
income protection cover ceases on the day the
member officially ceases employment with the
relevant public sector. There is also another public
sector fund that will cease all cover after 60 days from
the last employer contribution or when the member
stops working in the relevant public sector.
Additionally, these public sector funds generally do
not accept further contributions or rollovers if the
member is no longer working for the relevant public
sector employer.
Membership in most corporate funds is for employees
and former employees, and at certain funds this is
extended to allow relatives of employees to join. We
are aware of a corporate fund that automatically
provides employees a corporate cover that would not
otherwise be available to non-employees. However,
membership at this corporate cover is only available
to current employees. Hence, if the member stops
working with the relevant employer connected to this
corporate fund and does not have a minimum $1,200
balance with the fund, the corporate cover which
includes life, TPD and income protection cover will
cease 30 days after the member ceases employment.

Large super funds should have their insurance
policies outlined in their insurance guide or product
disclosure statement. These policies should be read
carefully and any questions should be directed to the
super fund for clarification on exactly how insurance
cover applies.
Insurance in an SMSF
If the member no longer wishes to maintain insurance
in a large super fund, or is unable to, it is of course
possible to maintain certain kinds of insurance in an
SMSF. Indeed, the law says that SMSF trustees must
formulate, review regularly and give effect to an
investment strategy that includes consideration of
whether to hold a contract of insurance for one or
more members of the fund.
This article was also co-authored by David Oon and
Bryce Figot of DBA Lawyers.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Restrictions on terminal illness payouts
We are also aware of a certain fund whereby on
terminal illness, the insurance can pay out at the TPD
level (or a deemed TPD level), which could be lower
than the amount of life cover. This payment reduces
any remaining life cover paid on death. The effect of
this may be a deprivation of funds to pay for medical
or palliative care before death. This method of
terminal illness cover stands in contrast to other funds
that pay out 100% of life cover upon terminal illness.
This style of cover can also give rise to more tax
because the beneficiaries will receive the death
benefits, as opposed to the member receiving
benefits before they die.
Staying informed
Be aware that some large funds may not give warning
when insurance cover is about to cease. Therefore it
is important to monitor accounts periodically.
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Super Stock Selectors – Banks and Macquarie
by Christine St Anne
Given that three of the big four banks report their
half-year results this week, IG Markets’ Evan Lucas
believes this may see a sharp reversal in the retail
banks.

“A new chief executive, a resurgent oil price and a
senior partner (Santos) that must develop new fields
while the CSG (coal seam gas) moratoria remain in
place, make Beach look attractive to me,” McCarthy
says.

“Westpac’s (WBC) results today, clearly show that
impairment charges are going to be the talking point
of the week with ANZ likely to be the worst of the
three reporting,” Lucas says.
“It may be the one to exit early with an idea of buying
back in later in the cycle,” he says.
However, Lucas is a little positive over the outlook for
Macquarie despite the stock being on the not-so-good
books in this week’s Buy, Sell, Hold – what the
brokers say report.
Domestically, he says Macquarie has been caught up
in investor concerns over the bad and doubtful debts
cycle and capital raising issues that have plagued the
big four. Macquarie has also been “lumped in with
the European and American investment banks
around wholesale funding issue”. However,
Macquarie is not tied to any of these issues and
Lucas expects the bank to deliver solid results when it
reports its full-year results on Friday.
CMC Markets’ Michael McCarthy does not like BT
Investment Management (BTT) because of an
announcement it made ahead of its half-year result
this Thursday.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

“Last Friday afternoon, BT announced the formation
of a new Global Executive Committee to “provide
leadership and management bandwidth”. I interpret
this as action ahead of a shocking report – just my
opinion, but if I were a shareholder I’d sell before the
half-year result,” McCarthy says.
Instead, McCarthy likes Beach Petroleum (BPT).
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